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Small business lending is the lifeblood of community banking and imperative to the health and 
diversification of a bank’s balance sheet. When in need of financing, 52% of small businesses 
apply to a community bank because entrepreneurs value and desire the relationship-model 
deployed by local banks, ultimately seeking to build strong relationships with a Main Street 
partner.1

Unfortunately, due to strict lending requirements, banks have to deny about a quarter of the 
applications they receive, leaving valuable businesses unfunded and millions of dollars on the 
table.

Additionally, while community banks may currently be the lender of choice for SMEs, 
competition to provide financing to growing businesses is intensifying. The proliferation of 
online banking services and advances in technology means community banks are no longer 
only competing with other community banks, but with the huge digital budgets of regional and 
national banks and the advanced technology expertise of financial technology (fintech) firms, in 
particular, marketplace lenders.

However, online lenders should not be viewed as a direct threat, but as an opportunity to grow 
market share through new partnerships and lending models. Over the past five years, a number 
of bank-fintech partnership models have formed, resulting in a range of borrower, lender, and 
underwriter combinations. Most commonly, fintech firms provide the platform and processes 
to enable banks to either reach new borrowers or improve their existing borrowing experience. 
Advancing the model further is P2Binvestor’s and New Resource Bank’s asset-based financing 
product. Both companies participate as lenders in a single loan and the bank takes the senior 
position. P2Bi handles the servicing and maintenance of the facility using its technology 
platform. 

The inherent advantages of community banks compared to regional banks: smaller size, 
more agile, lower cost of capital and greater borrower trust combine to position them as ideal 
candidates to lead the next wave of fintech innovation. By collaborating, banks and new market 
entrants can form partnerships that grow market share and develop products that increase 
profitability and competitiveness.
1 Karen Gordon Mills, Braydon McCarthy, “The State of Small Business Lending: Innovation and Technology and the Implications for Regulation” 
(Harvard Business School, 2016)
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A community bank’s mission is to support the economic health of its community. As such, it 
invests heavily in building personal relationships with its constituents and takes the time to 
understand the local market. In fact, when considering a business loan application, banks note 
that existing relationships are one of the most important factors.2

The Reciprocal Relationship of Banks with their Communities

The first-hand knowledge and willingness of local banks to consider more than a credit score 
is what makes them such an important financing source. Typically, local entrepreneurs know 
they stand a better chance of securing funding from someone who has tried their product 
first-hand and understands the space rather than a large regional bank that only considers 
traditional data sources. By providing small businesses with financing, community banks play 
an important role in supporting economic expansion, keeping local dollars invested in local 
communities and directly contributing to prosperity for its populace.

Small business lending is also good for the bottom line of community banks and responsible for 
about 20% of their commercial loan balance.3  SME lending is also a gateway product to other 
high-margin services, such as treasury management and payroll, with banks providing these to 
95%of their small business clients.4 

So, if community banks have the mission and economic incentives to support local businesses, 
why do they deny financing to 24% of applicants?5

The issue lies with credit requirements. The financial crisis ushered in Dodd-Frank and along 
with it regulatory changes that resulted in tighter lending. Banks typically require potential 
borrowers to provide two years of positive annual revenue, excellent personal and business 
credit scores, and positive financial statements. Bankers themselves cite frustration at these 
limitations reporting they want to lend to small business owners but have trouble finding 
creditworthy borrowers. 

2 Federal Reserve “Community Banking in the 21st Century” 
3 Gordon Mills, “The State of Small Business Lending: Innovation and Technology and the Implications for Regulation”
4 Evan Sparks, “Community Banks see Decline in Small Business Loan Volume” (ABA Banking Journal, 2017)
5 Gordon Mills, “The State of Small Business Lending: Innovation and Technology and the Implications for Regulation”

INTRODUCTION
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A Shifting Competitive Landscape 

Coupled with borrower restrictions, community banks are also grappling with 
increased competition for clients. Industry consolidation means that not only can
larger regional banks compete at the local level but mergers often result in fewer 
physical locations to cut operating costs.6

Over the past decade, the competitive turf has also shifted. Banks are not only competing for 
foot traffic on Main Street but are also competing for eyeballs online. Moreover, competition for 
borrowers has moved beyond the banking industry to a new breed of funding sources: online 
marketplace lenders. 

Part of the fintech wave of banking disruption and innovation, marketplace lenders combine 
advanced technology with redesigned processes to provide a frictionless, fast, and easy 
lending experience, optimized for scale. These companies have thrived following the financial 
crisis, where bank mistrust was high and credit access limited. Unlike financial institutions, 
marketplace lenders typically specialize only in lending, resulting in leaner entities that can 
move fast and offer a superior service to potential borrowers, all without the headcount or 
expense baggage carried by the typical community bank. 

These headwinds put community banks in a predicament; they want to fund growing 
business, but credit requirements mean they can’t. They want to be a driver of growth for their 
community, but industry trends and cost-cutting is shrinking their main street advantage 
as borrowers are drawn to lenders that can offer a mobile experience, online account 
management, and easy access.

6 Sabrina Karl, “Brick and Mortar Banking—Are Branches actually in Decline?” (Deposit Accounts, April 2017)
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Fintech Partnerships

At first, the intent of financial technology firms was to “disrupt” traditional financial services, 
but the potential to evolve the industry is greater. In small business lending, marketplace 
lenders can lift up community banks by providing them with the tech, the processes, the credit 
flexibility, and the online experience needed to reduce loan servicing costs, compete for new 
clients, and expand their client base by providing affordable lending solutions tailored for pre-
profitable clients.

Conditions are ripe for community bank and fintech strategic partnerships and in a recent 
survey, 86% of community bank respondents anticipate collaborating with a fintech firm within 
the next two years.7  Financial technology firms can provide the muscle, and community banks 
can provide the relationships and capital that will result in mutually beneficial productization 
and unrestricted growth. 

7 Manatt, Phelps & Phelps, LLC, “Collaboration Between Regional and Community Banks and Fintech” (Manatt, 2016)

CERTAINLY, IT’S NO LONGER A QUESTION OF  
“SHOULD FINTECH AND COMMUNITY BANKS 
WORK TOGETHER?” BUT “WHEN, AND HOW 
FAST, WILL THESE PARTNERSHIPS FORM?”
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Community banks are the primary provider of credit to American businesses, critical to 
economic growth, entrepreneurship, and responsible for the paychecks of nearly half of 
America’s workforce.8 They are unaffiliated with national banks or bank holding companies 
and per the Federal Reserve definition, hold up to $10 billion in assets. At the core of their 
“private relationship” business model is the traditional deposit and lending services they 
provide—almost exclusively—to their local communities. Over 90% of U.S. banks are community 
banks, and as of 2016, they account for 13% of all U.S. banking assets and 90% of small business 
financing, three times that of larger banks.9 

How Wall Street impacted Main Street

The financial crisis of 2007 disproportionately impacted community banks due to the locality of 
the problem (housing prices) and nature of the financing (residential mortgages). As community 
banks carry smaller cash reserves and rely on credit and lending as their primary growth 
activities, the sudden crash in the economy and throttling of credit prevented the banks from 
carrying out their core revenue-generating activities.

Additionally, U.S. economic expansion following the financial crisis has been slower than in 
previous cycles, resulting in modest rates of economic growth and significantly lower interest 
rates. For community banks, this environment has been challenging, as a significant portion of 
their net operating revenue (about 80%) depends on net interest income. Comparatively, larger, 
non-community banks derive about 67% of net operating revenue from net interest income.
 
This effect can be seen in conventional bank profitability measures, such as return on assets 
(ROA) and nonperforming loans (NPL). Over the last twenty years, community banks have 
generally underperformed larger institutions across these metrics. While recent measures 
indicate gains relative to previous years, larger banks are still outperforming community banks 
and flattening noninterest income and increases in noninterest expenses have dampened net 
operating revenue for community banks in 2017.10

In addition to margin pressure, community banks are under competitive pressure across
various loan products. Other banks of all sizes compete for most loan types and payment 
services including commercial real estate, 1-4 family mortgage, and SME loans. According 
to a recent survey by the Federal Reserve, most community bank respondents say that they 
regularly reduce loan interest rates or fees to be more competitive.

8 Gordon Mills, “The State of Small Business Lending: Innovation and Technology and the Implications for Regulation”
9 Federal Reserve / Conference of State Bank Supervisors “Community Banking in the 21st Century 2017” (Community Banking 
Research and Policy Conference, 2017)
10 Mogan Stanley, “Global Market Lending: Disruptive Innovation in Financials” (Morgan Stanley, 2015)

HOW DID WE GET HERE?
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Although small business lending is the lifeblood of community, banking it can be expensive. 
Borrower decisions are often influenced by local knowledge, personal relationships, and 
nonstandard data, all of which take time to develop and evaluate. Further, according to 
estimates from the Bank Administration Institute, the cost of lending $100,000 or less can be 
up to $3,000 - $4,000 per loan, covering expenses such as underwriting, origination, operations, 
collections, and compliance. At current lending rates, this leaves banks little profit margin, if 
any.

Regulatory compliance is also burdensome, as community banks are subject to adherence to a 
host of legislation (e.g., BSA, AML, and TRID) that requires added staff, training, and increased 
stress on operations. Broadly speaking regulation touches five areas: (1) data processing; (2) 
accounting and auditing; (3) consulting and advising; (4) legal; and (5) personnel. Compliance 
costs across all categories are trending up, ranging from 12% for total personnel expenses to 45% 
of total consulting expenses, on average over the last three years.11

Compounding profitability pressure is customer demand for online banking services, 
payments, mobile access, and lending. Providing these services can translate into added costs 
for technology search, integration with legacy systems, qualified personnel, and additional 
compliance requirements. The consumer expectation that their bank provides at least some of 
these services is transforming the community lending landscape and galvanizing the fintech 
community. 

11 Federal Reserve, “Community Banking in the 21st Century 2017”
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Following the credit crisis, online lenders emerged to fill the credit gap left by a banking sector 
severely hampered by lost trust, increased regulation, and a reduced workforce. Working outside the 
regulatory frameworks required of traditional financial institutions, fintech firms can offer superior 
access, pricing, and convenience to underserved market segments.

The Evolution of Online Lenders

Early online lenders recognized that consumer and SME lending, comprised of smaller and 
more expensive loans, were hit hardest by the credit gap following the financial crisis. By 
challenging banks on price, service, and convenience, online lenders were able to penetrate 
these segments and win customers. 

Industry trailblazers Can Capital, OnDeck, and Kabbage initially gained ground by offering an 
improved lending experience: streamlining the application process, deploying an algorithmic 
underwriting approach, and reducing loan turnaround time. As borrowers begin to search online 
for funding options, they were also well positioned to capture early audience share.
The next generation of online lenders adopted the peer-to-peer lending model (“P2P”), which 
matches borrowers with a marketplace of lenders. First movers include Lending Club and 
Prosper, which focused on consumer loans, followed by Funding Circle, which moved to SME 
loans.

The rapidly growing online lending market caught the attention of Silicon Valley and large 
venture-led capital flows quickly moved in. New hybrid capital structures including loan 
syndication and securitization replaced the traditional balance sheet loan to further mitigate 
lending risk and the P2P marketplace composite evolved from individuals to institutions, 
primarily hedge funds.

Receivables and payables lending also went online, with entrants such as American Express 
(payables) and P2Binvestor (receivables), providing lines of credit to small and growing 
businesses.  

Today’s lending market also includes companies such as Fundera and Bizfi, where borrowers 
can compare terms across multiple lenders, and payments and e-commerce players (e.g., 
PayPal, Amazon) that use existing and trusted channels to extend loan offerings. 

As underwriting, origination, and monitoring continue to benefit from technology 
improvements, some online lenders are adding the ability to review borrower business data 
in real time. By interfacing with borrowers using popular business accounting software (e.g., 

AN ERUPTION OF DISRUPTION
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QuickBooks, FreshBooks), online lenders can get a more comprehensive view of borrower 
health and repayment prospects as events unfold and borrowers can more easily manage their 
financials.  

Beyond financial health, a borrower’s buying, behavioral, and lifestyle data is becoming 
increasingly valuable marketing collateral. Ultimately, platforms such as Facebook, Amazon 
that trade in data currency will be uniquely positioned to provide customized loan products at 
highly competitive price points.12

Double-digit Growth

From 2010 through 2014, online lender origination doubled each year to about $12 billion, led 
by unsecured consumer and SME lending. Initially, this represented only a tiny portion of all 
originations, with SME lending accounting for $4.6 billion or 2.1% of the total market,13 however, 
double-digit growth trajectory is expected to continue as more and more borrowers prefer to 
go online and marketplace lenders become more well known. According to a recent survey of 
small business owners, 21% turned to online credit providers in 2016, up from about 17% in 2015.14  
Across unsecured consumer and SME segments, online loan issuance volume is projected to 
grow at a CAGR of 47% through 2020.

Importantly, most of the growth is expected to come from market expansion rather than 
existing bank share as fintech companies can tailor products and processes for those who don’t 
qualify for traditional bank financing, an audience fintech firms can penetrate due to different 
credit and regulation standards. By 2020, market expansion in online SME lending is projected 
to comprise about 14% ($35 billion) of the total market, and online lenders to be the source for 
16% of total U.S. SME loan issuance.15

So perhaps surprisingly, it may initially appear that community banks should be worried about 
this new cohort of online lenders, while in fact, community banks are most concerned about 
competition from other community banks.16 The expansion of the universe of borrowers is 
exciting to community banks. Thoughtful and strategic partnerships can create compelling 
collaborations that combine the relationships, reputation, and capital of community banks with 
the advanced technology and processes that tech companies have pioneered.

12 Gordon Mills, “The State of Small Business Lending: Innovation and Technology and the Implications for Regulation”
13 Morgan Stanley, “Global Market Lending: Disruptive Innovation in Financials”
14 Federal Reserve Banks of Atlanta, Boston, Chicago, Cleveland, Dallas, Kansas City, Minneapolis, New York, Philadelphia, Richmond, St. Louis, San 
Francisco “Small Business Credit Survey: Report on Employer Firms” (Federal Reserve System, 2017)
15 Morgan Stanley, “Global Market Lending: Disruptive Innovation in Financials”
16 Federal Reserve Community Banking Research and Policy Conference “Community Banking in the 21st Century”
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Fintech is often viewed as an industry disrupter, but its greatest influence may be as a 
collaborator, benefiting both banks and themselves, especially in the lending space.

Conceptually, partnering makes sense. For community banks, the cost of building or buying 
their own online origination platform is prohibitive. By partnering, banks can achieve more 
with less risk: they can get improved services for significantly lower capital expenditure; 
a reduced cost of doing business; and importantly, access to market segments that would 
otherwise not meet their credit criteria. Collectively, this advances not only the business of 
community banks but also the mission.

In turn, by partnering with banks, fintech firms can gain brand exposure, more quickly scale 
their business, and increase their access to capital and liquidity, which translates to better 
company returns.

There can, however, be challenges. In a recent Manatt survey on bank-fintech partnerships, 
bank respondents cited overall preparedness as a point of concern when considering a fintech 
collaboration.17  Per mandates from the OCC and Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB), 
banks must implement appropriate oversight and risk management processes for third-party 
relationships and service providers. Other issues for community banks include data security 
and staff training, and technology integration with legacy systems. Due to these concerns, it’s 
imperative that when in conversations with a fintech firm, community banks are clear about 
the responsibilities, requirements, and protections that will contribute toward a successful 
partnership.

17 Mannatt, “Collaboration Between Regional and Community Banks and Fintech”

FINTECH: FRIEND, NOT FOE
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Bank and Fintech Partnership Models

Initially, bank-fintech partnerships followed consumer demand for digital services, especially 
mobile access. Lending partnerships soon followed, first focusing on retail consumers, and 
more recently, on SMEs. Partnership structures vary depending on which party sources the 
borrower, underwrites, and funds each loan, and whether the product is white-labeled under 
the bank’s name or co-branded. Below is an expanded chart of most common structures and 
selected partnerships, published by Lend Academy.18 

18 Jason Jones “2017 Will be a Huge Year for Bank Partnerships” (Lend Academy, 2016)

Borrower 
Source Underwriter Lender Abbrev. Customer Style Year Example

(Bank/Fintech)

Fintech Fintech Bank FFB Retail N/A 2014 Union Bank/Lend-
ing Club

Fintech Fintech Bank FFB SME Co-
brand 2015 BancAlliance/Lend-

ing Club

Fintech Fintech Bank FFB Retail N/A 2016 Credigy/Lending 
Club

Fintech Fintech Bank BFB SME White 
label 2015 ING/Kabbage

Bank Fintech Bank BFB SME White 
label 2016 JPMorgan/

OnDeck

Bank Fintech Bank BFB SME White 
label 2016 Santander/

Kabbage

Bank Fintech Bank BFF Retail Co-
brand 2015 Radius Bank/Pros-

per

Bank Fintech Fintech BFF SME Co-
brand 2015 Regions Bank/Fun-

dation

Bank Fintech Fintech BFF Retail Co-
brand 2016 Regions Bank/

Avant

Bank Fintech Bank/
Fintech BF-BF SME Co-

brand 2017 New Resource 
Bank/P2Binvestor
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Lending Club, one of the industry’s largest online consumer lenders, partnered with a series of 
banks via a FFB model, in which the banks provided lending capital as part of Lending Club’s 
P2P investor base. This partnership type expands the bank’s loan portfolio and enhances the 
online lender’s access to capital.

JP Morgan’s partnership with OnDeck (BFB) improved the “difficult customer experience” 
of securing a small business loan by combining existing customer data with a streamlined 
underwriting platform to fund loans more quickly.19  

The BFF model uses the bank’s customer base to source borrowers while the fintech firm 
underwrites and funds the loan. Banks generally receive referral fees when their customers 
borrow via the fintech portal. With the Regions Bank & Fundation partnership, Fundation funds 
loans up to $1 million while Regions handles larger loans.

P2Binvestor and New Resource Bank advanced the bank-fintech partnership into new territory 
with a co-lending, asset-based financing product. Together, the bank and P2Bi provide the capital, 
with the bank in a senior lien position. P2Bi underwrites and manages each facility, essentially 
enabling acting as an ABL service provider. In turn, borrowers receive a blended interest rate that 
reflects the risk profiles of both the bank and the fintech firm.

This model (BF-BF) offers several unique benefits for banks and borrowers. For banks, it provides 
the opportunity to support small businesses that would otherwise not meet their credit criteria 
and allows them to generate additional lending revenue with less risk. In addition, the co-lending 
structure acts as a potential onboarding mechanism to traditional bank lending as once the 
borrower qualifies it can graduate to the bank’s regular lending products. Since P2Binvestor’s 
technology is already integrated with the bank partner, the transition from bank-fintech 
partnership to bank is seamless, also a significant borrower benefit.

Given the market dynamics of online lending growth, the underfunding of small businesses, 
and the increased competition facing community banks, it would appear that community banks 
and fintech firms should be natural allies.

19 Tanya Macheel, “One Year in: How JP Morgan is Transforming Small-Business Lending” (Tearsheet, 2017)
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Community banks are ideally positioned to be first-movers in the bank-fintech partnership 
space due to the personal nature of the business, low cost of capital, and ability to move quicker 
than regional banks. Importantly, looking at the other side of the relationship, community 
banks remain the preferred source of funding and consistently receive high marks from clients 
for customer service and overall experience. 

The Next Fintech Innovation Cycle

As an industry, fintech has largely evolved beyond its role as an industry disruptor to 
become a driver of industry innovation, and, as these companies create new lending models, 
partnerships, and more, the speed and agility of community banks make them able to benefit 
from these opportunities. Indeed, while the smaller footprint of a community bank may work 
against them in the digital space, for partnerships it translates to a shorter due diligence cycle 
and faster ability to pivot into new opportunities. What may take six months to a year for a 
regional bank to approve, can be agreed to in as few as 60 days at a community bank. 

The nimbleness of community banks gives them a head start on how to leverage fintech 
firms to expand their client base and win more business, something already top of minds for 
most entities. Eighty-four percent of bankers have already held meetings with a fintech firm 
to discuss collaboration and 59% have gone so far as to conduct a formal planning to study to 
examine the risks and benefits of such a partnership.20 

Building on a Solid Foundation

While the speed and agility of a community bank definitely provides an edge, perhaps their 
biggest advantage is its motivation to lend to local businesses. In part, this is to diversify their 
lending portfolio but also as a generator of additional business with 94.7% of banks saying that 
they “always” or “usually” provide deposit services to small business borrowers.

Subsequently, the appetite for examining alternative data points is much larger in a community 
bank than their regional counterparts. Indeed, 76.4% of community banks rate the potential of a 
future relationship as “important” or “very important” in their lending decisions. 

The personal approach deployed by community banks is not only an advantage against other 

20 Mannatt, “Collaboration Between Regional and Community Banks and Fintech” 

WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?
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banks, but also against fintech firms themselves. Many fintech firms advertise fast funding 
and algorithmic underwriting that only takes into account a few factors—usually a personal 
credit score—which while convenient, doesn’t create an accurate risk profile. As a result of 
this, online lenders apply hefty APRs to compensate for weaker borrowers, smoothing out 
risk across the portfolio.  

A partnership that enables community banks to consider a greater range of data without 
increased risk pairs well with their traditional lending model and lower cost of capital. 
Certainly, the ability to codify, model, and, analyze data as part of a client assessment could 
open up the lending base of community banks exponentially. 

As an A/R financer, P2Bi has created a custom variation of the traditional 5 C’s financing 
to take into account the different profile of these clients. By segmenting this data, it 
can provide banks with insights about the health of each client, potential red-flags, and 
immediately notify banks to any major account anomalies. 

Collaboration doesn’t end at data but can extend to the financing model, too. A co-lending 
arrangement where the bank and the fintech firm both provide capital can reduce portfolio 
risk and enable banks to participate as a lender more frequently, thereby increasing its 
client base and adoption of other banking products. 

Community banks are the preferred source of lending for the majority of small businesses. 
By using innovative financing products or alternative fintech solutions, banks could greatly 
reduce the 24% of small businesses that are currently denied an application. For example, 

AS SUCH, THE RIGHT
 FINTECH PARTNERSHIP CAN 
HAND COMMUNITY BANKS A 

MAJOR COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE.  
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an online lending platform would dramatically reduce the time required to review and 
underwrite a loan, making it more cost-effective for a community bank to fund lines 
below $250K, the level of loan that 70% of small business owners are seeking. Or, as one 
banker in a Federal Reserve survey responded, “For borrowers with credit scores higher 
than 720, the loans should write themselves, with technology reserving the bank’s 
resources for the more difficult and complex loans.”21

Finally, while banks own the relationships, fintech have mastered the experience. A 
partnership can enable community banks to provide a seamless lending experience that 
provides the ease of online lenders, but from the borrowers preferred financing source. 
Creating their own online platform is beyond the budget, capabilities, and probably 
business priority of most banks and would be an expensive and laborious process to 
undertake and manage. 

Community banks enjoy the highest satisfaction score in the lending industry at 75%, 
compared to 51% for larger banks and only 15% for online lenders.22  Ultimately, small 
businesses want their financing to come from a local source and are happy with the 
service received. By expanding their marketplace, growing their product set, and 
modernizing their lending experience, community banks can take huge strides in 
growing their client base and maximizing their capital deployment.

21 Federal Reserve Community Banking Research and Policy Conference “Community Banking in the 21st Century”
22 Gordon Mills, “The State of Small Business Lending: Innovation and Technology and the Implications for Regulation”
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Despite the ambition to fund local businesses, community banks are battling against 
significant pressures that prevent them from doing so, issues which are amplified by 
various market forces and longstanding structural inefficiencies such as consolidation, 
slower economic expansion, increased regulation, and reduced credit scope. Consumer 
expectations around new channels and banking services are compounding the situation. 
Community banks need to adapt to this new dynamic and complex ecosystem and 
without a strategy that includes technological vision, the banks will not stay relevant to 
the communities they serve. 

Fintech firms, reputed as industry disruptors can be powerful collaborators and allies in 
this land grab, helping banks expand their borrower market by reaching customers with 
alternative credit profiles and providing technology-driven improvements that enhance 
the bank customer experience. The inherent advantages held by community banks 
make them well positioned to not only capitalize on these opportunities, but to also lead 
the next wave of fintech innovation.

CONCLUSION

LEARN MORE ABOUT
HOW P2BI PARTNERS

WITH COMMUNITY BANKS

Contact Jeremy Putka,
Director of Partnerships at 
jputka@p2bi.com or visit 

www.p2bi.com/banks/
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